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1 Match the pictures with the body parts.

hand   fi nger   tongue   nose   cheek   back

1 – back

2  Read the article. Then copy and 
complete the table.

3 Answer the questions.

1 When do people shake hands in the UK? 
In formal situations

2 How many times do British people usually 
kiss?

3 Where do people kiss twice?
4 How many times do Mozambicans clap?
5 What do young men in Benin do when 

they shake hands?
6 What is hongi?

4 In pairs, answer the questions.

In your country, when do people usually…
1 clap hands? 
2 shake hands?
3 snap fi ngers?

4 kiss?
5 bow?
6 stick out their tongue?

uest

• When is World Hello Day? What do 
people do?

H ow we greet people is very important. In some 
countries there are rules. In other countries you 
can greet people in a lot of different ways.

In a lot of countries, including the UK, people 
usually shake hands when they meet in formal 
situations. In informal situations people often kiss 
on the cheek. In the UK people usually kiss once, 
but in Spain they kiss twice. In the Netherlands they 
kiss three times!

But there are a lot of different ways to greet people. In 
the north of Mozambique, in Africa, people clap hands 
three times before they say hello, and in Benin, in West 
Africa, young men often snap fi ngers when they shake 
hands. In New Zealand, the traditional Maori greeting 
is called hongi. When people greet each other they 
press noses together. The Japanese bow and there 
are different types of bow for different people. Some 
people in Tibet stick out their tongue when they greet 
another person. How do you greet people?

  Picture   Greeting   Where?
  1    bow   Japan

  2
  3

1 2

3 4

5 6 7
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1  Listen to the dialogue. Choose the correct picture.

2  Listen again. Answer the questions.

1 Where are Paolo and Silvia from?
 Paolo’s from…

2 What do they do?

3  Order the sentences. Then listen and 
check.

Paolo Hi. My name’s Paolo.
Silvia (1) I’m / Hello. / Silvia.  Hello. I’m Silvia.

Paolo Nice to meet you, Silvia.
Silvia (2) meet / too / Nice / you / to
Paolo Where are you from?
Silvia (3) from / I’m / Spain
Paolo Really? Where in Spain?
Silvia Madrid. (4) about / you / How ? 
Paolo I’m from Rome.
Silvia (5) Rome / love / I
Paolo I do too. What do you do?
Silvia (6) fi lm / I’m / actress / a
Paolo That’s interesting. I’m a footballer. 

Do you like football?
Silvia Not much. (7) like / ballet / I
Paolo Oh. I don’t.

4  Complete the dialogues. Use these 
phrases. Then listen and check.

Really?   I do too   I don’t   How about you?   
Not much   What about you? 

Jo I like shopping. (1) What about you?

Tim (2) … . I love it.

Lily I go to the cinema once a week.
Brad (3) … . I watch DVDs at home.

Dylan Do you like reading books?
Luke (4) …, but I sometimes read comics.  

Harry I think the new Arctic Monkeys CD is 
fantastic.

Leah (5) … I think it’s terrible.

Daisy I live in Walker Street. (6) …
Ned I live in Hazel Street.

5  Listen. Repeat the phrases.

6 In pairs, prepare and practise a similar 
conversation for picture B.

Get to know people

A B
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